El Lissitzky:
R ~·cal Reversibility
A small /Jut many-sided Lissitzky exhibition showed
that his revolutionary politics were best represented in
the abstract language and space of his trProuns, 11
rather than in his later propagandistic photomontages.

BY YVE-ALAIN BOIS
an we speak of more than one El
C
sitzky? Lissitzky the Jewish militant,
Lissitzky the Suprematlst, the functionalist

Lis·
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advisor, the advertisement designer, the
Soviet propagandist, the theoretician or
abstract art-these are only a few of his
numerous Identities. Should we regard this
diversity as part of h1s message, as if Lissitzky were saying that the modern artist
must be a protean kaleidoscope? Or should
we, on the contrary, seek a common denominator beneath the multiple aspects of his
work, and a continuity beneath the apparent discontinuity or his career? How can we
make one "author" of Llssitzky? This is the
essential question that was raised once
again by the recent exhibition of his work
presented by the Busch-Reisinger Museum
at Harvard University.
Organized by Peter ~isbet, curator at the
Busch-Reisinger, this was Llssitzky's first
one-man show in the Unit.ed States. It
brought together works from Harvard's own
extensive holdings, from North American
public and private collections (more than
one would have guessed) and from the
Sprengel Mus.eum Ln Hannover and the
Staatllche Galerie in Halle (the two
mus.eums, one ln each of the Germanies,
that co-organized the exhibition with Harvard). The diversity of these sources provided a rare anthology of Lissitzky's works,
many or which had never been shown
before. Moreover, the exhibition was accompanied by a copiously illustrat~ catalogue
that will surely become a landmark in Lissitzky studies. It contains a long, well-documented essay by Nisbe4 as well as three
texts by Lissitzky (previously unpublished
in English), a catalogue raisonn6 of his typo-

Utttitltd (Superlmpo~td Porfrait),
1928-30, photograph, 8 bg tw lttchu.
M.u~um of /J/odtnt Arl.
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In the exhibition, the
abrupt passage from the
•

abstract Suprematast works
of the 1920s to the more
overtly politicized works
of the 1930s re1"nforced
•

•

a theory of disconttnuaty
in Lissitzky's oeuvre.
graphical work (much more profuse than is
generally thought) and an annotated transcription of a list Lissitzky compiled of his
Prmms (prepared for an exhibition of his
works in Berlin in 1924).
The show, with its 83 pieces, was actually
rather modest in size (more than half of the
works were books and other typographical
works designed by Lissit.zky). And due to
the closing of the old Busch-Reisinger building, the exhibition was held in the small
ground-floor gallery of the new Saclder
Museum. This venue in part determined the
limited scale of the exhibition and presented Nlsbet with a curatorial choice: it
would be impossible to show "everything,"
but to show "a little of everything" would
result in mediocrity. Nisbet turned this Limitation into a certain advantage by confining
the exhibition to four kinds of work: "iUuslrations for Jewish books, Prouns, photographs and typography-that is, to Lissitzky's two-dimensional work."
Certainly concentrating on Lissi~zky's
more traditional two-dimensional work establishes an artificial coherence (one to
which Lissilzky's work is particularly resistant), but this focus had at least one merit:
it emphasized the crucial work of the early
1920s and the development of Lissitzky's
major project, the Prout!$. (Prmm-pronounced "pro-oon"-a neologism coined by
Lissitzky to refer to his abstract paintings,
is an acronym for the Russian equivalent of
"Project for the Affirmation of the New.")
In a comprehensive way, the show allowed
one to assess a decisive moment (if not the
decisive moment) In Llssitzky's career (even
more perhaps than an exhaustive presentation of his work would have allowed). Thus,
it is not so much the choice of works that
must be questioned, but the manner In
which this choioe was presented and "interpreted" by the exhibition.
How then, and according to what criteria,
was Lissitzky's corpus divided up? As soon
as one entered the exhibition, one could see
at a glanoe that most of the space was
dedicated to Lissitzky's pictorial work from
1919 to 1923. (His pictorial activity from
1924 to 1925 was documented only by 4
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Prouns.) This work was spread over two
large walls,_ one. with th~ Proun ~aintings,

the other WJ.th his three lithographic portfoLios from 1921 and 1923. Including the lithographs rrom the F1rst Prott11 Porlfolio and
the F"irst Kestner Porlfolto, the accompanying sk.etches and . the paintings, the sh.ow
compnsed approxunately 50 Prmms, which
occupied three-quarters of the wall-space.
8)' comparison, the presentation of his typographical work up until 1925 was much less
spectacular. Aside !rom the inherent difficulties of adequately exhibiting books (a
book must be manipulated in order to convey its volume-think of Mayakovsky's Dlia
golosa, for example, with its thumb-index
and palm-size format), the books were simply less imposing rhan the Prottns (though
no less inLerestlng). Although some effort
was made to display the books as objecl$by opening severai copies in different
places, by taking them apart and spreading
the pages out on the wall, by showing them
standing and fanned out-these techniques
did not counteract the (false) impression
that the Prouns greaUy outnumbered the
typographical works. This impression was
due not only to Lhe dUference in scale, but
also to a difference in status between that
granted to the paintings (hanging vertically) and that granted to the books (docu·
ments, mostly presented horizontally in a
showease). It is this fundamental opposition
which, as we shall see, Lissitzky's work
attempted to subvert.
Finally, although we were given some
information, however succinct, about Lissitzky's graphic work from the Late 1920s to
the middle of the 1930s, we were told virtually not-hing about his exhibition designs
of 1923-27 nor about his architectural proj- 1
ects (even !.hough the Busch-Reisinger owns
several important sketches of Lissitzky's
famous Abstract Cabinet in Hannover,
1926-27, these were not included in the
exhibition).1 As a result, the exhibition
moved almost wilhout transition from waJls
and panels devoted to the Prouns and to
Lissitzky's typographical experimentation
of the 1920s, to his photomontages of the
Stalin era published in the Soviet propaganda magazine USSR in C011$lruclion.
What couJd this mean? Were we being
told that there is only a single step between
the Llssitzky of 1923 and the Lissitzky of
1932, when he began to collaborate actively
on USSR in Construction? Judging from the
installation, this did seem to be the case. For
example, 1\isbet, concerned with demonstrating that Lissitzky was interested in
photographic e:.rperimentation before his
"late period," hung two extraordlnary multiple-exposure photographs from 1923 cJose

to the elaborate photomontaged cover of lilt
report Industry of Socialism-HeatJy 1
dustry, designed by Lissitzky and presen~
to the Seventh Congress of Soviets in 1931.
ln another instance, the large wall devoett
to the elegant Proun paintings gave
abruptly to two showcases containing
sitzky's 1927 typographical works. Prm.i.
nently displayed was the catalogue or tli.
SSR pavilion at the Pressa exhibition(~
logne, 1928), open to a photomontage show:
ing the pavilion's extraordinary, agitati~
Installation by Lissitzky. On the adj~
waH was a "monumemalizing" prop~
poster for the Russische Ausstellung (Z.,
rich, 1929). Here, Soviet youth is rera
sented by a pair of giant heads looming o,.
architectural structures drawn in perspee.
tive (the faces of those heroes comprise 1
monstrous unity since they share an eyt-t
bodily fusion signifying solidarity and silgleness of purpose). One last example: "wall devoted to the portfolios that includel
the 1923 album Victory over lhe Sun-t
kind of anthropomorphization of theProu~~
which did not entirely satisfy Lissitzkyended with a showcase ln which pages af
USSR it~ Construction show Lissitzky's sit
nature at the bottom of a photomontaa
deifying Stalin. In fact, the insistence w~
which Nisbet repeatedly underlined this slflistic jump-the abrupt passage from
SupremaUst works of the early 1920s II
more politicized works of the late L920s IIIII
1930s-reinforced a theory of discontinuhr
in Lissitzky's work.

7%

AboU, Tht ClliTI!Jlt ls Slritclu~ on, doabl~·page photomontage from USSR Ill ConstTUctlon, no. 10, Oclobtr 1992.
Bollom ltft, «JCtr ojlndUStr)' or Socialism- Heavy lndusLry ror lh~ ~\'eJILh Congress or Soviets, 1995.
BottDm right, LiultJkg's cour for Magakorskys DliA golosa (Forth~ Jloice), 1929.
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here are at least two Lissitzkys, S1J1
T
this exhibition: Lissitzky the formalilt,
creator of lhe PrOut!$, student of
~falevici.

sympathizing with the Revolution but Jill
moved to politics, desirous of leaving a n•
tral territory to art and thus inc~
toward abstraction; and Lissitzky the propagandist, creator of photomontages glorifyilll
the nation and Stalin. a Lissitzky who owel
his survival to his hardly glorious collaboration with tyranny (the cat~ogue informs 11
of the protection he received, notably !roll
Beria, lhe organizer of the Stalinlll
purges!). Behveen the two, there is a hiatll
that the exhibition dramatizes by its omitsian of LissiLZky's architecture and exhibt
tion designs, and its almost total neglect tl
the years 1925-27, which are crucial rcr
several reasons.
Yet one must not be too quick to criticiJI.
and l believe that Nisbet must be givel
credit for having once again raised the quet
tion of continuity and discontinuity in Lit'
sitzky's work. Indeed, this question surfaced
in the exhibition in a case that has nothi!C
to do with the relation between art and

I
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politics: in a kind of amechamber, oft' tbt
main room of the exhibition, were displaJtil
the pages of KIUJd Gadya, a small book fer
children designed by Lissitzky in 1919 _,
based on the Jewish Passover stor,
Although these pages were accompanied br
a few book covers and other illustrations tf
the same period, the 12 lithographs of~
Gadya dominated the room. They ~
chosen (and rightly so) as the best represe.
tation or Llssitzky's production before "'
invention of the Prouns. As such, this WCJit
calls attention to an enigma: how does Ole
move from this "early" Lissitzky to the U.
sitzky of the abstract paintings, especi.U,
since there is only a few months U.
between the two?
Lissitzky's beginnings and the clreq.
sLances that led to the birth Of the i'Toutt
are well known. Having been ref~
entrance into the St. Petersburg acadelllf
(most probably because he was a Jew), U.
sitzky left for Darmstadt in 1909 where lie
studied architecture and engineering. •
returned to Moscow ro complete his ed!ICItion when Wol'ld War I broke out. There, Ill
participated actively in the Jewish RerW.
sance movement and he illustrated, under
the obvious influence of Marc Chagall, u
entire series of children's books. In 1911,
Chagall invited him to the Vitebsk lit
school to direct the printing, architectun
and graphic ans studios.
At this point the most unrorseeable e •
in Lissitzky's career occurred: rather tbll
continuing to be Chagall's faithful supporUr
and zealous imitator-which was obvio\IIIJ
the reason why Chagall had invited himLissitzky abandoned all figuration in his lit
as of the [all of 1919, when his first Prt1dl
appeared.' The "Jewish revival" was replaced by "revolution in art"; little people
flying over rooftops were replaced by geometric cubes and volumes floating in lnlnite space. Historians are content to assign a
specific cause to such an about-face, and II
reduce this enigma to a logical series rJ
biographical circumstances: in this cat.
Malevich's arrival at Vitebsk In September
1919 and the manner ln which he replated
Chagall at the head of the school, serving •
a veritable guru for the students. ln oer
sense, these historians are not wrong: at tllf
time, l..issitzky was extremely susceptible 18
"outside influences," as is evident ln all bil
work before 1919, and there Is no doubl
that, from the time of his arrival, Malevidl
acted as a catalyst for his work.
But there is another way of looking at tllr
question. It could be said that, prior to meet·
ing Malevlch, prior to this "Suprematlst epiphany," Lissitzky had not yet foun_d his trUt
direcrion. It would certainly be UI\JUSl to~

PrflU1lS

as the work of a mere follower.

~~~be Llssitz~· who created Khad Gad.'ga
~

rporot~>d Chagall's motifs in a rather

~Je rnanner. the Lissitzky who created
protms ~trered from the outset a very
!lt~nal
pe _ in!erpreunion of ~ialevich's Suprelllausm.

11te gent>rous presence of Khad Gadya in
elhibJtJOn reinforces ~isbet's view of
(JsSit.zlcY's \\ork as being essentially dlscon·
unuoos lltimately, ~isbet's presentation
rulate., three Liss.itzkys: a "Chagalllan"
!ji\SitzkY u the beginning of 1919 (L l)i the
-suprematbt" Lissitzky of the end of 1919
and the early 1920s (L 2)i and the "Stalin·
151.. Ussitzky of the 1930s (L 3). The implicit
thesis of the exhibition is that the Chagallillll Lissltzk)' bears no relation to the Suprematist, 'ami that this second Lissltzky is
onlY accidentally (biograpltically) linked Lo
the thJrd L1ssltzky.
lhl~

his theory, although merely implied by

T the show, is aptly demonstrated. And I
roust sa) that with regard to the distinction
between the first and second Lissitzkys, I
hare \isbet's criticism of the continuist
theory I believe he is right when he disa·
grees in the catalogue with those who see in
the often flat and geometrized Dying figures
of Kh.ad Gadya. the antecedents of the
abstraet volumes depicted in the Prouns, or
those y, ho assimilate the proto -Art·Deco
cover 01 1thad Gadya to rrue abstraction, or
those Yo ho see in Lissitzky's Judaism a char·
acteristk shared by the two kinds of work.•
The re:.ult of trying to see everything in
everything, of denying ruptures, is to deny
any historic particularity: the so-called "cubi m" of Khad Oadya. is totally superficial
and bears no relation to the work of Braque
or Picasso whose pictorial analysis Jed Mal·
evlch, as early as 1915, to Supremalism.\
\loreover, there is in fact no reB.SQn to doubt
Usshlk) 's own dismissal of these early
Jewish book illustrations. As his y,~fe
reported, "The little books were put away
illld later scarcely mentioned by Lissitz-

ty."'

Yet, there remains the question of the
relation between L 2 and L 3; this is much
lore complex than the relation (or rather,
the non-relation) between L 1 and L 2. Were
te to confine ourselves solely to the exhibi·
lion, without consulting the catalogue, what
\isbet did might seem quite tl'aditional. As
~njamin Buchloh has remarked, many his·
'.()tian~ present Russian avant·garde artists
lf the 1920s who later worked for Stalin as
"purist heroes and martyrs who had to sacriftce their commitment to the spiritual
tea1m of abstract art by their enforced
utvotvement with the state," and judge their

works as compromises necessarily destined In fact, the exhibition
to failure.~ Lissitzky is a perfect subject for
reveals three Lissitzkys:
this interpretation, since the events of his
life seem to reinforce it. Although he was the Chagallian Lissitzky
profoundly committed to the new regime, of early 1919, the
l..issitzky lef~ Russia in 1921 for Berlin-the Suprematist Lissitzky
center of intellectual immigration-and remained In Europe until 192i5. His role as of the 1920s and the
intermediary between the Western and Rus- " Stalinist" Lissitzky of
sian avam-gardes allowed him to return to '30s propaganda work.
Europe often until 1927, especially since his
wife, Sophie KOppers, and her lwo sons, had
remained for a Lime in Germany before (the illegality of a prolonged stay in Switz·
rejoining him In ~1oscow. From 1927 on, erland, the death of a sister). Yet, certainly
Lissitzky made only brief journeys on the the desire to take part in the development of
occasions of his exhibition designs.
Soviet culture and to share with his archi·
The transition from L 2 to L 3 of course teet-colleague~ the knowledge he acquired
did not occur precisely at the beginning of during his stay in Europe were as Important
1925, bulll Is easy to show lhallater in the to his decision LO return.» Nothing is more
1920s, the less Lissitzky participated in the obvious than lhe fact that Lissitzky was not
cosmopolitan German life in which he had an a.ppa.ratchik, but if one understands by
previously been so active, the more his art "communism as such" the dream of a class- became "readable." This direction was so less society described in the Wl'itings of
strong that by the end of his life Lissltz.ky Marx, r believe that Nisbet's assertion that
wound up producing a kind of conventional "Communism as such was never the real
'"monumental" neo-classicism. This simpllii· issue for Lissitzky" is false. It is easy to
cation of Lissltsky's work is of course a locate examples of Lissitzky's numerous
cliche, but I do not reject it as easily as confessions or communist faith in his public
Buchloh, at least not its implied idea that and private Wl'itings. In the Berlin lecture
Lissitzky renounced artistic experimenta· (1922), Lissitzky stressed his hope for the
lion in order ro save his skin) In fact, I future abolishment of the division of labor
rather expected to see this idea reformu- (and thus of the opposition artist/ non-art·
lated and emphasized In the catalogue.
ist, artj non-art); in his book on Soviet archi·
But Nisbet adopts another line of reason- tecrure (1930), he argued for the ''socialist"
ing in order to exempt Lissitzky from politi- elimination of the cityjcounrry dichotomy,.
cal responsibility: Lissitz.ky never took poll- Perusing Lissitzky's writings at random, one
lies very seriously. According to this reason- thus finds immediately two canonical ideas
ing, it was a happy coincidence that led of communism since Marx's German /deo/oLissitzky Lo espouse the revolutionary ideal: gy and E.ngels's Anli·Dtlhring. It is sufti"Lissitzky's reliance on ideas or devel~6llt-to'1i'Otice the "we" Lissitzky constantly
ment and change made it easy forhim{ffiy uses when he proudly refers to the accomitaJicsl to work with the Bolshevik govern- plishments of Soviet Russia to see that com·
ment." Thus, despite the fact that "he was munism was not merely a secondary malter
never a member of the Communist par- for him.lo
ty ... he was content to work for and with
Two dltfercnt discourses meet here: that
the government in the massive task or mod· or the exhibition, whkh uses jarring con·
ernizing Russia." Although we are told that trasts to oppo e the Lissitzky who created
Lissitzky "emotionally linked the future of the Proun.s (L 2) and the later, propaganhis own son, born in October 1930, to the dist Lissitzky (L 3); and that or the catafuture or the Soviet State," the revolution is Iogue, which reconciles these two faces of
treated here as an external event, ·•easy to Lissitzky under the banner of a certain
cope with," and the State becomes a silent political divestment of his enterprise. These
partner, for whom he was rnerely content to two discourses are not necessarily contrawork.
dictory (the) converge in a hypostasis of the
This art-historical gambit is more subtle Proun moment, which seems to me perfect·
than the one that makes Liss.itzky a martyr, Jy justified), but they are sufficiently dissince it accounts for the stylistic discontinu- tinct Lo point to the fact that an essential
ity demonstrated in the exhibition by Lis- problem is not being addressed in any detail:
sil.zky's psychological "lack of commit- the relation between art and politics. This
ment," or rather, a mere acquiescence to the lacuna explains, I beUeve, why the dlsconli·
circumstances of the moment Thus we are nuity in Lissitzky's work is so noticeable in
given, for example, only a biographical the exhibition while it is evaded in the
explanation for Lissitzky's return to Russia catalogue.
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Lissitzky had the very
distinct feeling that the
Revolution was displacing
the modernist paradigm
he had employed, and that
it required of artists
new modes of production
and distribution.
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Cologn~, 1928.

ust what Is the place of politics in Lis- the visual arts in the photomontages of Lis·
sitzky's work? Buchloh has attemp~ sitzky and Rodchenko, and in the fllms of
to give an answer by showing that a para- Dziga Vertov. Related to the unew need to
digm change was taking place in Russia construct iconic representations for a new
throughout the 1920s, making obsolete the mass audience" (Buchloh), factography
self-referentiality or the modernist position abandoned the modernist paradigm or the
in art. Buchloh describes this paradigm specificity and autonomy of the medium to
change as the transition from faktura to reconceive the artistic practice as the visual
factography. Faktura was a major pictorial articulation of mere "facts" registered by
concern of the pre-revolutionary Russian ....the "mechanical" eye of the camera. In the
avant-garde. A positivist and modernist re· case of faktura , the work is understood as
definition of the traditional notion or tex- the trace of a material process (pictorial
ture (which carried unacceptable connota- facts), whereas with ractography, the work
tions of subjectivity and the old masters), constitutes a emantization, via the confaktura emphasized the materlaHty of the trasts of montage, of the recorded ·'facts'' of
pictorial process and mediums and con- rea.lity. This paradigm change-fromfaktuceived these aspects (e.g., the planarity of ra to factography-was a direct consethe canvas, the quality of the support, the quence of the October Revolution; not only
thickness of the paint) as the "zero degree because revolution is one or those urgent
of painting." This new concept- although It situations during which the "detachment"
was based on a belief in a sort of "science of of the esthetic attitude is no longer appro·
pictorial facts," ultimately linked to the priate, but also because this new paradigm
new, industrial division or labor-provided came out or a "crisis of audience relation·
many Russian artists, Lissitzky included, ships." 11 The artists of the avant-garde who
with a justification for demonstrating their wanted to support the revolution by their
skills in the craft of painting. On the other own means quickly understood that they
hand, ractography was a term first em- had little chance of succeeding if they conployed by the agit-prop writer Sergei Tretla· tinued to create an art whose very self·
l<ov (Brecht's translator in Russia) to referentiality made it totally inaccessible to
describe the kind or ··objectlve-wtmess jour- the "masses" they were addressing.
nalism" he advocated as a possible replaceBuchloh rightly insists on the very coher·
ment for (bourgeois, i.e., "subjective") liter- ent dJagnosis Lissitzky made of the situa·
ature. Factography was best employed in tion. Prom the time of his famous 1922 lee-

J
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ture on Russian art, given in Berlin and
Amsterdam, Lissitzky spoke or the radical
change in outlook that the Revolution
brought about: '·Life posed questions and
• demanded immediate replies to them: what
role does art play in the new society, in
which the field of creative activity becomes
common property?" 11 The answer of 1922,
we hall see, still drew on the "modernist"
paradigm, but from that date on Lissilzky's
work reflected the fact that a change of
scale had to take place since art was being
confronted by the demands of a new public
entirely unknown to the West. Four years
later, on the verge of shifting from one
paradigm to another (in 1926 he stopped
painting in order to devote himself to ry~
graphy and exhibition design, and Buchloh
implies that the organization of rhe Pressa
exhibition in 1928 was the momenl when
the new paradigm crystallized), Lissitzky
clearly defined the new context he faced as
a designer: "It is the great mass, the semiliterate mass, who have become the
audlence."'3 Buchloh's analysis is perfectly
convincing: all the artists he considers (e.g.,
Lissitzky, Rodchenko, Klucis) had the very
distinct feeling that the historic tumult or
· the Revolution was displacing the modernist
tradition in which they were taking part
and required new modes of production and
distribution.
Is this to say, then, as Buchloh seems to
suggest at limes, that they had no other
solution than to use their art lo serve the
political Cause directly? Is It to say that
their formal research had to become second·
ary to the "program," and that the ideologi·
cal level, which is oonnected to artistic prac·
tlce, had thus to be crushed beneath the
poliUcal level? Were they obliged to elaborate, by means of this purely instrumental
way or conceiving art, the bases or what was
to become "socialist realism'"? Does this
mean that the paradigm change necessarily
had to lead to the glorification or Suilln ill
those photomontages that made him intoas Brecht would say-a "positive hero"? I
believe that the exhibition answers these
questions in the negative, and this Is one or
Its greatest merits.

y reference here to Brecht's term is

not arbitrary, for although he was
JarSdY blind to the plastic arts of the 20th

centur), he always emphasized, in both his
weorr and his theater, the impossibility or
conn~~ ing a revolutionary content by means
of the cathartic illusionism upon which the
tradational (bourgeois) theater was baseda cathartic illusionism at work in any art
form that glorifies totalitarian regimes,
includang Lissltzky's last works. But while
i.JSS tzky was struggling with the difficultl~ or adapting the modernist paradigm to
the n·volutionBr) situation-even before his
ad}lt.:rence to factography-he was a true
S!'el·htian. As we know, there was nothing
\\ O~t.: for Brecht than browbeating the spectator ~ith a political message, or designating a hero with whom the viewer must
idenury. On the contrary, he Cell, one must
present the spectator with a riddle, give him
or her the theoretical means with which to
~h I! it, and leave it at that. It is up to the
audit!nce to find the solution, to wake to a
polHtcal consciousness (if the work is
actually based on a political theme, which is
not tlY.ays the case).
\\hat Brecht wanted his theater to product! was the active movement that consti·
!Utes this awakening; the audience should
not be engro sed In the story, but must work
(with pleasure) towards solving the riddle.
Without the riddle they would not have the
mea~ to link the situation described in the
pt a~ with their own siruation in history. In
other word , theater must not be an opiate,
seducing its public. Rather, the concept of
dlst1nciation and all or the discontinuHie
of language upon which Brecht's theater is
founded, aim at the creation of a jolt that
requires the ''iewer to conslanUy ask himself or herself questions, to doubt the assuranct> of his or her apprehension of the
real
In my opinion, all of the writings pro·
dutt>d by L 2 (that is, by the modernist
in\t!ntor or the PrOUt!$} the typographer
and the exhibition designer, at least up to
the middle of the 1920s) demonstrate a
Brcchtian position. and all of Lissitzky's
work or this same period revolves around an
eminently ideological goal, even if the pollt·
ical questloilis not directly addressed: to jar
the spectator out or his or her age·old
lethargy-whether by means of the Proun$'
ambiguity, the kineticism of the exhibition
d~igns, or the visual dynamism of the typography.u
I therefore propose the following thesis:
thE>re is indeed a schism between L 2 and L
3, between the "Brechtian'' Ussitzky and
~he "Stalinist" Lissitzky (let us not get
lmotved here in the quite complex question
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!t~ond example concerns the famous
ter IJ· nl the Whiles wilh the Red Wedge
~fortunate!) not included in the exhibi·
~ton, sinu! H appears that ?o ori.ginal_ copy
·urvh ~ ). Based on the utle giVen m an
'JIIY CJtt.llogue-On lhe Polish Fronl-Kis~t argu• ~ that the poster was m~de du~ng
the summer of 1920, as "an unmediate
respon~· o the \\'estern From in the Russo·
roll h \\ u which directly threatened the
\1tebs~ area." 1' In other words, this poster
.-as pruduced on the occasion or an alto~ether u rcumslantial event, and does not
refer, a" ''as believed up to now, to the civil
war In l(t'neral (since it had already been

liOn).

In rt'5ponse I would have

to

--~---------------------------

of the relations between Brecht and Stalin).
This discontinuity is not (as :-Jisbet suggests) round between a purely formalist
position (the Proun as a version of art for
art's sake) and a position that turns art into
an. instrument of propaganda for the glory
or tyranny, but rather between two ways of
considering the relations between art and
ideology. The position of L 2 is perfectly
clear in the editorial Lissitzky wrote for
Veshch (Object), the magazine he created in
1922 in Berlin with llya Ehrenburg:
Vtshrh Wlds equall} aloof from all political
parties, because it is not occupied with the problems of pollrics but or art. This does not mean,
ho¥-e\er, that we nre in favour or an art which
stands outside of ure and is apoUtical on principle. On the contrary, w~ t:armot imDgfn~ a creation o/nl!W/Onn~ in art unrelated to the change
in social form, and It is obvious that all those in
sympathy with l'tsht:h belong to the new crea·
rive roroes In Europe and in Russia who are
creating new "objects."••

In other words, it is through the exploration of formal issues that art must first
apprehend Its ideological task in times of
revolution. That task is first or all to transform the perceiving subject: any direct presentalion or a political content without this
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attendant transformation is doomed to fail·
ure. This obviously does not mean that overt
political content is in itself reprehensible, as
the good old formalist doctrine would have
us believe, but that the dissociation of
"form" and "content" which is at the base
of "socialist" realism-to use the traditional
terms of esthetics and art history-appears
inadequate as soon as one pays attention to
the question of Ideology.
isbet raises two points in the catalogue
N
that demonstrate that it is not so easy
to break free of traditional art historts
basic apollticism. The Orst concerns Of Two
Squares, a small book for children Illustrated by Lissil:zky at Vltebsk In 1920, but
only printed in Berlin in 1922. lt depicts a
red square and a black square arriving
together on earth to abolish chaos and to
build red clarity. ~isbet rightly opposes the
traditional interpretation of this "cartoon,"
which reganl.s "the red square as positive
(embodying the revolution) and the black
square as negative." As he notes, "the
sequence of scenes makes it clear that both
squares participate in affirming the new
order." But the alternate reading he proposes seems to me equally erroneous: "The

black square probably stands for Suprema·
tism, the red for its development in a rev~
lutionary, Unovisian spirit."1f I would p~
po e another reading. lf one accepts Llssitz·
ky's Leninism as a given (which Nisbet's
own thesis-that Wssitzky had a "lack of
commitment" to So\'iet politics-does not
allow), the black square that comes to help
the red square carry out the revolution and
is then expelled from the planet that has
been put in order, could be a reference to
the abruptly terminated anarchist mov~
ment. Although the anarchists were essen·
tial at the beginning of the October Revolu·
tlon, they were later driven out in a bloody
purge by the Red Armyrduring the events of
Kronstadt in March 1921. 1; Either way, it Is
the act of referring to real history by means
of abstract figures which is interesting in Of
" Two Squares, over and above the speclfk
political situation to which it refers. In fact.
it is precisely because the scenario or thlS
"story'' is known in advance-a characteristic of the epic genre, where the emphasis on
the codes is enhanced by a previous lmowl·
edge of the depicted facts-that Lissltzky i5
able to graft his ideological work onto the
fundamentally abstract level of his semiological Investigation.

The factory Workbtntbt5
A•ah You, 1919-20, propaganda boord
in Vltf'bllk.

say that il

seems difficult to believe that the word

But Ule Whites '11tb tilt Red Wedge, 1910, poll«, f1Ppro.rimattlf1201t bg2Stl.

Desire cannot lose Itself In an ohject or In a
dist.-oun;e ¥. h~re it can be fulfilled: 1t encounters
a screen and is reflected In iL .. The poster
tum. desJM.' back in upon il!-elf as flesh, as an
area of rhythms. contoun.. colon.. It faits to
objecllf) and ldenllf} the objrtt. Plastic ~pace
becomes a space of 'ani(UlSh '·

"white"' had ceased to mean simply "reacdonar) " in the Russia of 1920- and, after
aJJ, ·•Wuh the red wedge, beat the whites" is
the insmption one can read on the poster.
In the second place, it would greatly limit
the poliucal scope of the poster if one were
to interpret it solely in terms of one particular context. ~ot that this context dimin·
LShes the work's political impact. I would
say, on the contrary, that it accentuates it
(the a.c;c;ociation of the Poles with the White
Arm} of Wrangel gives additional semantic
depth o the image), but only if we go one
tep further. (In the same manner, the
~trength of John Heanfield's photomontage,
or more recently or Hans Haacke's multi·
medium works, depends greatly on their
context-5peciflcicy, but this also accenruates
their ~teneric effect as a critique or dominant visual discourses-be it that of Nazi
propaF!anda or of corporate use of the arts.)
There ts nothing wrong in pinning down a
specific political context, provided that ills
not given as the sole key to open the signif·
!cations or a highly abstract image, This is
one or the conditions of the work's stratlfted
meanings, certainly. But one would also
thin~ that, since red and white function as
emblems of revolution and reaction in general, the nature of this abstractedness itself
hould be scrutinized.
The attempt to diiiOliticize Llssitzky (L 2)
by rl'duclng his specUicaUy political production" such as Beat the Whiles to their local
COntt-xt can only wind up at an impasse,
qnc(f ~ uch an approach remains purely icon·
Illogical. In fact, only a "rhetorical" analysis
can truly account for the various semantic
level-. or these works and their ideology
(and Inversely, show the ideological funcUonmg of the "non-political" works). Such
an analysis was attempted by the french
Philol>opher Jean-Prant;ois Lyotard, specifi·
cally In relation to Beat the Whiles with the
Red Wedge. Lyotard compared Lissitzky's

The political efficacy of
Best the Whites is not to
be sought in its specific
political context, but in
the way it subverts the
codes it uses, which are
receptacles of a certain
ideological investment.

It is not possible to quote here Lyotard's
entire. ve11 dense formal analysis, \\ hich
uses the Freudian concept of the death
drive to characterize LlssilZk~' "plastic
space." It can be ummarized by saying that
the di ociation between the pleasure pran- \
ciple and the reality principle operating in
Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge is
characteristic or utopia, that is, of a radical
cridque of the sociaJ order:

Tu beat the whiles with the red wedge is not only
to win the civil war, Improve the economy, and
build collectivism; it is also to force the wed&e
lmo all the white zones or experience and ideology, or the establi hed It i to ubmit all social,
polldcal, moral and esthetic givens to the same
reversal that desire undergoes In the poster The
closed, all-enveloping roundness or white inves!·
ment must e\·erywhere be opened and pierced by
red harpnes..ln other words, this poster's political effica· )
cy is not to be sought solely In Its explicit

poster to another So\•iet poster of the same
year, but one which anticipates the codes of
"socialist realism." The proto-socialist-real·
ist image, which is dominated b) the text
and drawn in perspecti\'e, depicts workers
with whom the spectator Is supposed to
Identify. Lyotard writes that it
appeals to an experience which alread~ has its
title, its words: work as a struggle against mal·
ter, the workers' collective as an acli\'e subject,
(which( prohibits the social space from being
criticized in any and all or it!> dimensions. Entire
areas of experience are sheltered from critical
:>Crutiny; further, they are proposed as areas for
the Investment or desire, and their representa·
tion Is used to inrite the renders or the poster to a
behavior that reproduces this experience.
Using Freudian terminology, Lyotard sees
in this type of Image an ideological attempt
at harmonizing the "reality principle" and
the "pleasure principle"; that. I , by portray! ing work as a joyous celebration, one wants
to motivate the workers to work overtime.
The mechanism of positive identification
(which Brecht, for example, avoided at aU
costs) can only work by creating an illusion.
There is no such illusion in Beat the Whites
with the Red Wedge: the deconstruction of
the oriented space or writing by that of the
figure, and vice versa, physically disorients
the spectator, and forces him or her into a
relationship with the image that is no longer
passive. Here, according to Lyotard,

content, but in the way it subverts the codes
it uses, which are receptacles of ideological
investment Ever)' utopia provides a telescoping of two spaces: "l,;topia here," writes
Lyorard, "Is the creative act which transgresses the proscription, makes possible the
interrelationship of two heterogeneous
spaces !that of writing, usually oriented
from left to right; rhat of the figure, usually
keyed to a gravitational orientation!, which
makes possible lhe spiritual respiration of
the revolution, without which it would only
be a reassuring revolution, linear in its
search for truth and justice."
'fhe efficacy or Beat the Whiles or 0/Two
Squares did not come easily. The Proun or
1919-20 at the entrance or a factory in
\'itebsk with the slogan "The Factory Workbenchel> A\\ait You" is the Supremacist ver·
sion of the proto-soclallst-reallst poster Lyotard refers to. Critics explain its weakness
by the fact that Lissltzky's acceptance of
~talevich's influence was still overwhelming
(Malevich himself is responsible for an
equally naive "political" poster that me·
chanically combines a Suprematist composi·
rion with a slogan, without any apparent
relation between the two).t1 But Lyotard's
analysis gives the key to the failure of The
Fac/{)ry Workbenches Await You: in the
two works described above-the poster and
the book-Lisshzky scrambles the codes of
writing and figuration; in this work, howevArt in Am~ril'a 169

For Lissitzky, axonometry
eliminated all referenc.e
to the spectator's point
of view. Liberating the
viewer from gravity, he
hoped, would lead to the
foundering of the whole
system of perception.
er, he merely reuses a composition from one
of his first. Prouns (Ths Town) onto which
he literally overlays, in a static and perfunctory typography, the Leninist slogan about
the reLUrn to work.
o utopic desire animates this factory
N
board, and It remains ineffective. But
its Jack of conviction attests w the dimculty
of the fundament.al theoretical question Lissitzky was then trying to answer: is it possj.
ble to transmit somelhlng lil<e a proposition
exclusively by means of an image?
Alan Birnholz has proposed that military
maps, still popular in Russia after the war
years, played an important part in the
development of Beat the Whites."!.! This
example suggests how Lissitzky recuperated
a certain modernist idea of a grammar of
forms and radically subverted it. As it happens, the milltary map was also the very
example that ~Iondrian chose when he
wanted to demonstrate that "absrract representations can move us deeply." As he wrote
in De Stijlin 1919, "An example I recollect
was a film early in the war showing a large
part of the world in map form. Upon this.
lhe invading German forces suddenly appeared as smaU cubes. Likewise a counter·
Coree appeared, the Allies, also as small
cubes. In thls way lhe worldwide cataclysm
was actually expressed. in all its vastness.
rather than in parts or details as a natural·
istic portrayal would have shown it."ts In a
similar way, the (opposite) idea that the
proposition can be an image came to Witt·
,genstein when he was looking at a diagram
that was supposed to map out an automobile
accident.!II
When Lissitzky compared his P·romLs to
geographical maps in 1921, he said, "When
we saw thal the content of our canvas was
no longer a pictorial one, that it had now
begun to rotate, even though, tor the
moment, it was Uke a geog:raphjcal
map ... and remained hanging on the
wall-we decided to give it an appropri:Ue
name. We called it PROUN.'IT. Two IdeAS
meet here, and they must be analyz-ed more
closely: the affirmation of the reversibilitY
of the Prmms, and the consequent condem·
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Abor.~",

8 Position ProWl, ca. 1923,
ttda1foll, oil and gouache on canrcu,
38r Inches square. National OalleTJI
of Canada, OUall'a.

Righi, ProWJ, India ink, gouache a11d
f raphile, 9'llt' /Jg 8 13-, lncha. Art Gallery Q/

Ontario, Toronto.
Opp0$1~ top, rtnderiJig o/IM Abstract Cabine.l
lntJuo Prociluialmuseum, Hannocer, 1926-2?,
vouache and collage, 151'1 bg 20lrl inches.
Sprrngtl .ttuseum, Hanno~r.

OppoJiile boUom, Construction Floating in
Sli&Cf, ca. J 920, llthogropllu:l/11 grophlle
4nnotatlontr, J9(;J bg 20 inchu . Colltclfon
~ and Mrs. Cermf1n Jiml'lltz, Caraca/1.
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nation of the tradition that would have a
map hung verticaJiy on a wall, when It
should be unfolded on a table in order to
function as a working model.
Lissitzky's
geographical
metaphor
demonstrates his very personal interpretation of Malevich's Suprematism, an interpretation which1 it seems to me, allows us to
perceive a trait common to Lissitzky's var·
led production or the early 1920s. As or 1921,
Lissitzky criticized Supremallsm In these
terms: "For all its revolutionary force, the
Suprematist canvas remained in the form of
a picture. Like any canvas in a museum, it
possessed one specific perpendicular axis
(vis·A·vis the horizon), and when it was
hung any other way it looked as if it were
sideways or upside down."!S
Although this reproach is not entirely
justlfled (the black square Is completeiy
reversible, and this accounts In part for Its
strengthi and Malevlch was sufficiently
interested in the question to attempt new
ways of hanging-on the ceiUng, for example),!l it must be seen in Light or another
text of Lissitzky's. Written three years later,
in 1924, Art and Patzgeometry has been
cited by Kenneth Frampton as "the central
text to (Lissit7.ky'sl theoretical thought.'t:'O
In it., Llssltzky wrote:
Supremarlsm bas advanced lhe ultimate Up or
the vi uul pyrumid of perspective to infutity. Jt
has broken through the "blue lampshade or lhe
lirmament.•• For the colour of pace, it has taken
not the ingle blue ray or the spectrum, but lhe
whole uniry-tbe while. Suprematlst pace may
be ronned not only forward from the plane but
also backward in depth. If we indicate the flat
surface or the piCture as 0, we can describe the
direction in depth by - (negative) and the for·
ward directlon by + (positive) or lhe olher way
around.a•

The diagram that accompanies this passage opposes the monocular perspective of
the Renaissance to axonometric projection,
frequently used in architecture today, In
which receding lines remain parallel and do
not meet in a vanishing point. In the kind of
Hegelian dialectic taking place In this text.,
where different systems or space configuration successively negate and surpass one
another throughout the ages, a:<onometry
(aJDllated here with Suprematism) is seen
as the Aujh81n.Lng (sublation) of monocular
perspective. Rather than the metaphorical
representation, by means of a vanishing
point, or an unrepresentable infinity (only
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zer.

as "I have transformed myself into the
or forms").
Art and Pcmgeometry presents ftsetr Ia
fact as an analysis or the links betwee.
mathematics (or rather, numbering SJI.
terns) and arti and Lissitzky first and fort.
most related Suprematism to the positiollll
numbering system. In this system, Which Ia
the one we use today, but which ._
invented by Indian Buddhism, zero pla)-s a
major role.n Lissitzky described Suprenaa.
tism as a posil.ional system whose prlnciJIII
element is the color plane: "New OPtietl
discoveries have taught us that two
different intensities, even when they 111
lying in one plane, are grasped by the rntat
as being at different distances from the
eye." This first interpretation of the "Supre.
matist zero" is particularly astute: MaJeo
vich's paintings play on the optical pro'*'
ties of color and on the overlapping ar
planes to give the illusion or indeftnltl
depth. The second interpretation LissitzkJ
offers is entireJy orthodox. It is the typlcaUJ
modernist reading or the square as the zert
degree or the irreducible essence or paint.
ing, as the apotheosis of flatness; It is the
commonplace of the Black Square as the
last painting, as the apogee of self·referentiallty. But it is in his third way of conceiving the Malevichian zero that LlssltzkJ
touches upon his own work, that is, bcQ
upon axonometry and reversibility.

areas"'

L
·TfiPOIP'DIIIJLc cour qf Broom magaziJtt,
Noctmkr /ItS, col. 5, no. f .
Courk'l/ B.r Llbril, ftt~.e York.

Lissitzky moved from a
simple intensification of
the plus/minus effect of
axonometry to the radical
reversibility and spatial
disorientation of works
such as the cover that
he designed for " Broom."

his is not the place to examine in detal
T
Lissit:zky's conception of the perspeotivej axonometry opposition. Let us say, f•

brevity's sake, chat the latter ystem <I
spatial representation eliminated all reference to a spectator's poinJ of view (corresponding spec.ularly to a vanishing point),
God is infinite), axonometry makes one and that this liberation would lead to aa
reflect on (and no longer see) infinity; it overall foundering of perception. Not on1J
suppresses and encompasses perspective as would lines paraiJel one another endJesslf
a Llmlted possibility, just as white-sum forwards and backwards, but the perceptual
total of the colors of the spectrum-encom· security that the iUusionist system or perpasses and suppresses blue.
spective aifords by repressing the basic
Malevich, with very few exceptions, nev· ambiguity of any visual apprehension <I
er used axonometry in his paintings and depth would be deconstructed, giving wa) to
never concerned himself with representing an ambiguity that would force the spectator
volumes. His art is entirely planlmetricaJ; to make constant decisions about how to
the works he presented in the 1915 exhibi· int~rpret what he or she sees: is this figure
tion 0.10 (Suprematlsm's veritable birth hollow or in relief"!
date), for Instance, have titles such as Color
The protensionj retentlon, or plus/ minus
Masses i n the Fourth Dimenwn, or Color
effect of a.'<onometry is lntenslfled in almost
Masses in the Second Dimension-that is, all of the Proum." In Lissitzky's Brechtiall
everything but the third dimension. Lf Lls· fight against the catharsis and the lllusiOJl
sittky, then, Invoked axonometry in relation of identlflcation that, according to Lissitzky,
to Suprematism, it was to refer to his per· characterized bourgeois art, axonometry apsonal contribution: a:<onometry was for him peared as an ideal weapon.34 lie became
one or the occurrences of the zero that aware or its formal possibilities gradually:
Malevich wanted to magnify In his art (Mal· his first ProutlS are spare, and a:<onometr)"
evich's texts are filled with such statements -liS used ln an orthodox way (as in architee·

In the Studio, ca. 19Z3, photograph, 4(• bl/ 3 ln cht6~ Mtlropolllan 6fu6t~m of Art.
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ne projection
imension. But
tion could be
n·ard exhlbi·
atlon was r~
~ rall confusion
that there is a
sltlon around
Proun ceases

lo

l5e a pscture ano turns mto a tructure round
wh1ch "e must circle, looking at It from all ide!

peering do\\ n from above, •nvestlgatlng from
belo\\. The result b that lhe one axl or the
picture "hlch stood at right angles to the hori·
zantal \\ H.S destroyed. Circling round it, \\e ~"
oursehe:. into the space .. We have set the
Prou11 in motion so we obtain a number of axes
of projl'Ctlon."
This passage 1 Important because it
reveals how Lissiuk~ moved from a simple
intensification of the plus/ minus effect
inherent to a.1Conometry to the concept of
radical reversibility. He wanted to destroy
rhe pectator's certainty and the usual
viewing position: facing the painting, facing
the horizon. Thls po ltion is clearly anthropomorphic. It is linked to our standing on
the ground, to our submission to lhe law of
gravity; it is the plastic mani!~tatlon of the
ratlonallst philosophy of conscience (the
bourgeois philosophy of the subject which
Lissitzky associates with monocular perspective). Thus, in order to uliberate us from
the horizon of forms," as Malevich would
say, it is necessary to destroy this vis-A-vis
relation hip, whtch is the cause of the spectator's contemplative arnrude in front of
pictorial works. In order to conceive the
painting as an ab rract model, we must cut
all connection with phenomenal pace, with
rhe space of the world which is oriented
around and from the pole or our bodies. "To
Invert an object Is to take away its significance," says the phenomenologist MerleauPonry (who uses as an example the grotesque image of a face turned upside
down). In his Prow1s, Lissit1.ky wanted to
invent a space in which orientation is dellb·
erately abolished: the viewer should no
longer have a base or operations, but must
be made contlnually tO choo e the coordinates of his or her visual field, which there·
by become variable.
At his request, Lissitzky's paintings were
often reproduced in different positions and
at least one painting refers to this reversl·
bility In Its title: the famous 8 Position
Proun , 1923. This large square palming can
be viewed either orthogonally (any one of
its sides functioning as a base) or like one of
Mondrian's lozenge paintings (standing on
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any one of Its four points). Although 8 Position Prowl was not in the exhibition (it was
represented by a small sketch), ~isbet
clear!) understands Lissitzky's interest in
reversibility because he did include several
works which demonstrate it directly: l) Ussitzky's 1920 graphic experiment in which
he printed the same lithograph four dmes
on the same sheet of paper, but in four
diJTerent positions, so that the image seems
to tum around a central pivotf 2) the lithograph from the First Proun Portjolio. based
on the same image, with its number (P l)
indicated on all four sides;~ 3) the tondo
from the First Prowl Porifolio and its preliminary sketch (both of which were
included in the exhibition), which LissJtzky
arranged In dilferent positions; and 4) one
of the multiple-exposure photographs men·
tioned above (In the Studio, ca. 1923),
which groups together, head to foot, several
figures, including Lissitzky, thus literally
carrying out the inversion posited by Merleau-Ponty as the threshold of human perception.
~owhere is the association of axonometry
with this radical reversibility demonstrated
so clearly as it is in the drawings that were
meant to be a posteriori records of Lissirzky's exhibition designs (and one could show
indeed that the question of the ambiguity of
perception is fundamental for all his exhlbj.
tlon designs, as if Lissitzky had attempted tO
work out In "real space" the problematic of
reversibility he had set forth In his Prouns.
I wLU leave this topic at that, however,
preferring to concentrate on the objects
which were presented in the Harvard
show). In Prowl Room ( 1923), one of the
lithographs from the First Kestner Porifolio, lhe walls of the room undergo such a
topological transformation that the positive
and negative spaces constantly reverse one
another. The same thing occurs in Lissitz·
ky's representation of the Hannover Air
stract Cabinet ( 1927). This irnage must be
turned up ide down in order for the bottom
part to be read correctly (during this opera·
tion or Inversion, not only does the positive
space become negative, but we also see just
how ambiguous the spectator's position on
the ground is-lhls upside-down/ right-sideup figure Is incorporated in the represents·
tion through photocollage). This oscillation
of a plane in opposite directions, its change
from bi- to tridimensionality and back
again, is essential to the Proun , and it
occurs in almost all of those presented in
the exhibition. The etrect is based, as Lissltzky suggested, on the multiplication of
projection axes, which greatly increases the
protensionj retension effect characteristic
or axonometry.

hese elforts toward a radical reversibil·
ity are related to Lissitzky's invective
against the tradition of the museum. In a
letter of 1923 to Sophie, he wrote:

T

You go on to enquire on which wall you should
hang my work ... . When I made my Proun, I did
not think or filling one or these surfaces \\ ilh yet
another decorative patch. You should be treating
the problem in quite lhe right manner, as prescribed by common sense, If you wanted to order
a cupboard for these documents or my work.
Subsequently, label will be artached to them,
indicating to what sphere of human actlvity
these documents belong and In which year these
documents originated. You ay that we are hung
on walls in museums? It Is not my fault lhat the
museum directors are convinced of the perpetual
infalllblllt) or thelr own spectacle lenses so that
it never occurs to them to devise another method
of exhlbltlng.40
Lissitzky's critique, which on the surface
relates to museum practices, involve something much more fundamental; the change
of status he conceived ror his Prouns. They
were no longer paintings, but documents,
and they should be conserved as such, that
Is, horizontally. This horizont.allty was or
course another inversion of the vis-a-vis
position he had criticized (he no doubt real·
\!.zed the phenomenological implications or
this even as a student, when be began draw·
ing on an architect's table). Lissitzky direct·
ly linked horizonlality to the spatial disorientation of his work of the early 1920s in
the cover that he designed for Broom,
where the title is repeated upside down:
"The fact that magazines frequently lie on
the table with their tilles upside down gave
Lissitzky the idea," his wife noted. II
This shift., from the verticality of the
painting to the horizontality of the document, is where I would locate the paradigm
change in Llssitzky's work. This change is
Identical to the transformation Leo Stein·
berg saw 20 years ago in the work of
Rauschenberg. This same shift, I believe, is
essential to many radical experiments of
thls century, including Cubism, lhe works of
Mondrian and Pollock, and the best ~lini·
mallst works.u I would even say that the
paradigm change that Buchloh describes is
merely a surface effect of the one I am
trying to articulate. For Steinberg, it will be
recalled, Rauschenberg's paintings are
"flatbeds," that is, surfaces similar to "ta·
bletops, studio floors, charts, bulletin
boards-any receptor surface on whicb
objects are scattered, on which data is
entered, on which i1iformation may be per·
ceived,
printed, Impressed."
These
"flatbeds" do not offer a "conception of the
picture as representing a world, some sort of
worldspace which reads on the picture

plane in correspondence with the erect
human posture"; they are "no longer the
analogue of a visual experience of nature
but of operational processes. .. . The horiznnrality of the bed relates to making as the
vertical of the Renaissance picrure plane
relates to seeing."u This is the status that
Li,.,ttzky wanted to assign to his Promu;.

models of radical freedom and, as such, Lissitzky saw a changing
their task on the ideological and theoretical
levels is to fight against dogrnali m and status for the " Prouns":
catharsis; on the pictorial le\'el, this t.ask they were no longer just
becomes the deconstruction or perceptive paintings, but documents
illusionism.
to be used horizontally.
It is obvious that the transition from a
This
shift from vertical
pictorial culture to a material cuiLUre is
problematic; all of the difficulties encoun· to horizontal is where
n order to fully understand Lissitzky, one
tered by Soviet artists, and described by--- the paradigm changes.
must return to his interpretation of the./ Buc.hJoh, attest to this. In one sense, it is
"Mulevichian zero." Lissitzky often used
perhaps hecause they failed to differentiate
numbers as metaphors in his text . His 1922
the actual theoretical level from its material Soviet artist "did not depart much further
lecture is a well-known example of this. In "applications," ultimately denying the ideo· from the modernist frameworks of bourgeois
it. he writes:
logical specificity of theoretical work as Lis· aesthetics lhan the point of establishing
sitz.ky understood it in his Proun.s, that lhe models of epistemological and semiotic cri·
In 1913 MaJevic.h exhibited a black square Soviet artists of the 1930s (Lissitzky
patnted on a white canvas. Here a form was included) moved progressively from ractog- tique. No matter how radical, these were at
best no more than a negation of the percepdi~played which was opposed to everything that
raphy to the most cathartic kind of "social- tual conventions by which art had previousv.~ understood by "pictures" or "pa.lnting" or
ist realism.'' This issue is of course extraor- ly been produced and received."•• Yet, l am
"art" lt.s creator wanted to reduce all forms, all
dinarily complex, and would requlre a long not certain that what Buchloh describes Is
pallltin~ to zero. for w., hov.ever, this zero was
analysis dealing with that other type of such a minor accomplishment. I am also not
tlle turning-point. When we have a series of
numbers coming Crom: infinity ... 6, o, I, 3, 2, 1, instrumemalization of art with which Lis· certain that art can aspire to anything else.
0. it comes right down to the 0, then begins the
sitzky got momentarily involved, to his gen- Thus, I would depart here from Buchloh.'s(
a.scPnding line 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, o, 6 ... These lines are eral dissatisfaction, i.e., advertisements for interpretation, and place the paradigm
ascending, but already from the other side or the
industrial products (of German capitalist change in Lissitzky's work on the theoreli·
picture."
fi rms). To put it briefly, I would say that as cal level of a critique of the sign.
long as Lissitzky kept intact the utopian •
This does not prohibit Lissitzky's art from
This text continues, but a prior version,
force of his (political) desire, he was able to. tackling political questions (Beat the Whiles
because it Includes a diagram, makes Lis· • make fuJJ use of the Prom~ princjpJe as a. proves this, as do many of his typographical
sitzky's ideas clearer:
theoretical model for all his works (even in . works). In other words, if the ractography
the propagandist ones, such as Beat lhe . exemplified in the photomontages or the
Cenainly, this series ascends, but on the other
Whites,
and even in the factographic photo- 1928 Pressa exhibition ultimately "turn[ed[
Ide of painting as such. If people once sald that
montages). But as soon as the circumstances into the sheer adulation of totalitarian powtime had brought painting to the square in order
lhat it would perish there !this is the theme of closed off his utopian impulse, he had no er," it is perhaps because the artists Buchother possibility than to give fuU reign to loh refers tO, including Llssitzky, eventually
the black square as the last painting!, we have
said: if the slab of the square has blocked up the
the "principle of reality." The shifting ambi- renounced this epistemological ambition
narrowing channel or painterly culture [this Is a guity of the Prowl model, which had oper- and attempted to turn art into a mere tool,
reft'rence to perspective[, its reverse serves as ated at a theoretical level, could no longer that is, into a non-critical artifact, serving
lhe r oundatJon for a ne\\, volumerrical growth of function as the counterforce of the pleasure the established power.
lhe 110crete world.li
principle; positive heroes had to replace
questioning riddles.
ne last word about the exhjbition: the
But the Lissitzky of the early 1920s had
semiological status that Llssitzky
not yet arrived at thls point: all his texts granted to his pictorial works could be seen
emphasize the semiological (or, as he him- in the show on the most material level, in
set! said, sumboltc) status or the Prouns. Lissitzky's use of what Buchloh has called
The diagram tllat accompanies this text
They are not directly applicable architectur- faktura (an aspect of Lissit.zky's production 1
refers tO the Proun as a sjgn of the world to
al projects, but analytical investigations which is emphasized by the presentation of
come as an epistemological model of the
from which such projects could be deveJ-, both painted and lithographed versions or
ne\\- society to be built (the subject of Lisoped: this is the meaning of his famous the same Prmw). Although he condemned
sll7.ky's writings). If ''minus infinity" refers statement about the Proun as an "inter- Tatlin's materlological obsession as a
to the absence of a poinl of view in lhe change station between painting and archi· "fetishism of material," there is no point in
lfisanrhropomorphlzed space of axonometry,
tecture."•• This does not mean looking-as denying the pleasure Llssitzky must have
"plu infinity" refers to the potentiality of some art historians do-for the way Llssitz· had in seeking a means to signify real matethe world to be invented, to the material
ky imitates his own paintings in this area of rials.
culture to be shaped. Lissiuky considered
his production. The indirect relations beOne of this exhibition's merits is that it
his Prm11u; documents because thev were tween the Prouns and Lissitz.ky's work on reveals Lissitzky's talent as a crqftsman,
for him, blueprints for action, charts tor ~ exhibition design and rypography are more something the reproduction of his works can
strategy to be adopted in order to tl'ansform striking examples of how he transferred, hardly achieve. Who knew, for example,
SOCiety. This may appear to contradict the without copying them , the principles {and that many of the Prottns Include glued
theor: that the Prouns intensify perceptive not the forms) he elaborated In his paint· pieces? (This is true even of the lithographs:
arnb1guity, but I do not think this is the
in g.
the central black circle of one or the prints
case: they must be considered as abstract
In his essay, BuchJoh notes that in 1920 from the First Kestner Porifolio is a collage
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l tural rendering), mat is, only one projection
axis is chosen for the depth dimension. But
from 1921 on-and this evolution could be
seen quite clearly In the Harvard exhibition-this rationalizing uniflcalion was rejected and replaced by an overall confusion
in the visual field (it Is true that there is a
return to less complex compositions aroWld
1924):
We saw that the surface of the Prollil ceases to
be a picture and turns Into a structure round
which we must clrele, looking at It from all sides,
peering down from above, investigating from
below. The result is that the one axis of the
picLUre which stood at right angles to the hori·
z.ontal was destroyed. Circling round it, we screw
ourselves into the space .... We have set the
Proun in motion so we obtuin 11 number of axes
of projection.,.
This passage Is important because it
reveals how Lissitzky moved from a simple
Intensification of the plus/ minus effect
inherent to axonometry to the concept of
radical reversibility. He wanted to descroy
the spectator's certainty and the usual
viewing position: facing the painting, racing
the horizon. This position Is clearly anthropomorphic. lt is linked to our standing on
the ground, to our submission to the law or
gravity; il ls the plastic manifestation of the
rationalist philosophy of conscience (the
bourgeois philosophy of the subject which
Lissitzky associares wirh monocular perspective). Thus, in order to "liberate us from
the horizon of forms, " as Malevich would
say, it is necessary to destroy thls vis·a·vis
relationship, which is the cause of the spec·
tater's contemplative attitude in front of
pictorial works. In order to conceive the
painting as an abstract model, we must cut
all connection with phenomenal space, with
the space oJ the world which is oriented
around and from the pole of our bodies. "To
invert an object is to take away Its significance," says the phenomenologist Marleau·
Ponty (who uses as an example the grotesque image of a face turned upside
down).M ln his Prouns, Lissitzky wanted to
invent a space in which orientation is deliberately aboUshed: Lhe viewer should no
longer have a base of operations, but must
be made continually to choose the coordinates of !tis or her visual field, which thereby become variable.
At his request, Lissirzky's paintings were
often reproduced In different posltJons and
at least one painting refers to this reversibility in its title: the famous 8 Position
Proun, 1923. This large square painting can
be viewed either orthogonally (any one of
its sides functioning as a base) or like one of
Mondrian's lozenge paintings (standing on
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any one of its four points). Although 8 Position Prow~ was not In the exhibition (it was
represented by a small sketch), Nisbet
clearly understands Lissitzky's interest in
reverslbUJcy because he did include several
works which demonstrate it directly: 1) Lissitzky's 1920 graphic experiment in which
he printed the same lithograph four times
on the same sheet or paper, but in four
different positions, so that the image seems
to turn around a central pivot;r. 2) the lithograph from the First Proun Por(foli{), based
on the same lrnag~ with its number (P 1)
indicated on all four sides; 3) the tondo
from the First Proun Por(folio and its preliminary sketch (both of which were
included In the exhibition), which Lissitzky
arranged in different posltlons;3a and 4) one
of the multiple-exposure photcgraphs mentioned above (In Ute Studio, ca. 1923),
which groups together, head to foot, several
ligures, including Lissitzky, thus literally
carrying out the inversion posited by MerJeau-Ponty as the threshold of human perception.
Nowhere Is the associ arion of axonometry
with this radical reversibility demonstrated
so clearly as it is in rhe drawings that were
meant to be a posteriori records of Lissitz..
ky's exhibition designs (and one could show
Indeed that the question of the ambiguity of
perception is fundamental for all his exhlbi·
tion designs, as lf Lissltzky had attempted to
work out in "real space" the problematic of
revel'Sibility he had set forth in his Prouns.
l will leave this topic at that, however,
preferring to concentrate on the objects
which were presented in the Harvard
show). ln Proun Room (1923), one of the
lithographs from the First Kestner Porf/olw, the walls of the room undergo such a
topological transformation that the positive
and negative spaces constantly reverse one
another. The same thing occurs in Lissitzky's representation of the Hannover Ab·
stract Cabinet ( 1927). This Image must be
turned upside down in order for the bottom
part to be read correctly (during this opera·
tion of inversion, not only does the positive
space become negative, but we also see just
how ambiguous the spectator's position on
the ground is-this upside-down/ right-sideup figure Is Incorporated in the representation through photocollage). This oscillation
of a plane in opposite directions, its change
from bi- to tridimensionality and back
again, is essential to the Proun, and it
occurs in almost all of those presented in
the exhibition. The effect is based, as Lis·
sltzky suggested, on Lhe multiplication of
projection axes, which greatly increases the
prorenslonj retension effect characteristic
uf axonometry.

hese efforts toward a radical reversibility are related to Lissitzky's invective
against the tradition of the museum. In a
letter of 1923 to Sophie, he wrote:

T

You go on to enquire on which wall you should
hang fll)' work ... . When I made my Proun, I did
not think of filling one of these surfaces with yet
another deco.rative patcll. You should be treatin1
the problem in quite the right manner, as prescribed by c.ommon sense, If you wanted to order
a cupboard for these documents of my work.
Subsequently, labels will be attached to them,
indicating [0 what sphere or human activity
Lhese documents belong and in which year these
documents originated. You say that we are hun1
on walls in museums? It is not my fault that the
museum directors are convinced of the perpetual
infallibility or their own specl3C.Ie lenses so tbat
it never occurs to them to devise another method
or exhlbltlng.IO
Lissit2.ky's critique, which on the surface
relates to museum pnctices, involves something much more fundamental: the change
of status he conceived for his Prauns. They
were no longer paintings, but docum.enu,
and they should be conserved as such, that
is, horizontally. This horlzontallty was or
course another inversion of the vis-a·vts
position he had criticized (he no doubt reaJ\ized the phenomenological implications or
this even as a student, when he began drawing on an archUecl's table). Lissitzky direct·
ly linked horizontality to the spatial disorientation of his work of the early 1920s in
the cover that he designed for Broom,
where the title is repeated upside down:
''Tlte fact that magazines frequenrly lie on
the table with their titles upside down gave
Lissitzky the idea," his wife noted.tt
This shift, from the verticality of the
painting to the horizcntality of the document, is where I would locate the paradigm
change in Lissitzky's work. This change is
identical to the cransformatlon Leo Steinberg saw 20 years ago in the work or
Rauschenberg. This same shilt, l believe, is
essential to many radical experiments of
this century, including Cubism, the works of
Mond.rian and PoUock, and the best Mini·
malist works. 1 ~ I would even say that the
paradigm change that Buchloh describes Is
merely a surface effect of the one I am
trying to articulate. For Steinberg, it will be
recalled, Rauschenberg's paintings are
''flatbeds," that Is, surfaces similar to "ta·
bletops, studio floors, charts, bulletin
boards-any receptor surface on which
objects are scattered, on which data is
entered, on which i1iformatum may be perceived,
printed,
impressed." These
"flatbeds" do not offer a "conception of the
picture as representing a world, some sort or
worldspace which reads on the picture

JaM Ul correspondence with the erect
hurnait posture"; they are "no longer the
analogue of a visual experience of nature
but of operational processes.. .. The horizontalltY of the bed relates to making as the
vtJrtical of the Renaissance picture plane
re]atec; w seeing." 1J This is the status that
ussi tzk~ wanted to assign to his Prouns.

models of radical freedom and, as such, Lissitzky saw a changing
their task on the ideological and theoretical
levels is to fight against dogmatism and status for the "Prouns":
catharsis: on the pictorial level, this task they were no longer just
becomes the deconstruction of perceptive paintings, but documents
illusionism.
to be used horizontally.
It is obvious that the transition from a
This
shift from vertical
pictorial culture to a material culture is
problematic; all of the difficulties encoun- to horizontal is where
n order to fully understand Lissitzky, one
tered by Soviet artists, and described by--- the paradigm changes.
must return to his interpretation of the / Buchloh. attest to this. ln one sense, it is
··Maievichian zero.'' Lissitzky often used
perhaps because they failed to differentiate
numbers as metaphors in his texts. His 1922 the actual theoretical level from ils material Soviet artists "did not depart much further
recrure is a well-known example of this. ln •·applications," ultimately denying the Ideo- from the modernist frameworks or bourgeois
it, he 'n-ites:
logic-al specificity of theoretical work as Lis- aesthetics than the point of establishing
sitzky understood it in his Prom2s, that the models of epistemological and semiotic criIn 1913 \lalevi.ch exhibited a black square
Soviet artists of the 1930s (Lissitzky tique. No matter how radical, these were at
patnu'lf on a white canvas. Here a form was included) moved progressively from factogbest no more than a negation of the percepdlspla)t'd ~ b.lch was opposed to everything that
raphy to the most cathartic kind of "social- tual conventions by which art had previous·
wBS understood by "pictures" or "palnting·• or
ist realism." This issue Is of course extraor· ly been produced and reeeived."47 Yet, I am
"art." It:- creator wanted to reduce aU forms. all
paintings to zero. For us, however, this zero was dlnarily complex, and would require a long not certain that what Buchloh describes is
the turnln~·point. When we have a series of analysis dealing with that other type of such a minor accomplishment, J am also not
instrumentalization of art with which Lis- certain that art can aspire to anything else.
numbel' coming from: in1inity ... 6, o, 4, 3, 2, I,
0... it comes right down to the 0, then begins the sitzky got momentari.ly involved, to his gen- Thus, I would depart here from Buchloh's(
ascending line 0, I, 2, 3, 4, o, 6 ... These lines are
eral dissatisfaction, i.e., advertisements for interpretation, and place the paradigm
ascending, but already from t.he other side or the
industrial products (of German capitalist change in Lissltzky's work on the theoretipicture 11
firms). To put it briefly, I would say that as cal level of a critique of the sign.
long as Lissitzky kept intact the utopian •
This does not prohibit Lissitzky's art Crom
This text continues, but a prior version, force of his (political) desire, he was able to. tackling political questions (Beal the Whites
because it includes a diagram, makes Lis- , make full use of the Proun principle as a. proves this, as do many of his typographical
sitzky's ideas clearer:
theoretical model for all his works (even in. works). In other words, if the factography
C.ertamh, this series ascends, but on Lhe other the propagandis1 ones, such as Beat the . exemplified in the photomontages of rhe
Whites, and even in the factographic photo· 1928 ?ressa exhibition ultimately "turn(edl
side of painting as such. If people once said that
Ume had brought painting to the square in order montages). But as soon as the circumstances into the sheer adulation or totalitarian powthat it would perish there !this is the theme of closed off his utopian impulse, he had no er," it is perhaps because the artists Buchother possibility than to give full reign to loh refers to, including Lissitzky, eventually
the block square as the last painting!, we have
said: if the ·Jab of the square has blocked up the
the "principle of reality." The shifting ambi- renounced this epistemological ambition
narrov. ing channel or painterly culture )this is a guity of the Proun model, which had oper- and attempted to turn art into a mere tool,
reference to perspective), Its reverse serves as
ated at a theoretical level, could no longer
the foundation for a new, volumetric.al growth or function as the counterforce of the pleasure that is, into a non-critical artifac~ serving
the established power.
the concrete world.!oS
principle; positive heroes ltad to replace
questioning riddles.
ne last word about the exhibition: the
But the Lissitzky of the early 1920s had
semiological status that Lissitzky
not yet arrived at this point: all his texts granted to his pictorial works could be seen
emphasize the semto/{)gical (or, as he him- in the show on the most material level, in
self said, symbolic) status of lhe Proun.s.
Lissitzky's use of what Buchloh has called
The diagram that accompanies this text They are not directly applicable architectur- jaktura (an aspect of Lissitzky's production f
refers to the Proun as a sign of the world to
al projects, but analytical Investigations which is emphasized by the present.ation of
come, as an epist.emological model of the
(rom which such projects could be devel-, both painted and lithographed versions of
n_ew society to be built (the subject of Lisoped: this is the meaning of his famous the same Proun). Although he condemned
Sitzky's writings). 1f "minllS infinity" refers
st.atement about the Proun as an "inter- Tatlin's materiologicaJ obsession as a
to the absence of a point of view in the
change station between painting and archi- "fetishism of material," there is no point in
disanthropornorphized space of axonornetry, tecture."~~ This does not mean looking-as denying the pleasure Lissitzky must have
"plus infinity" refers to the potentiality of some art historians do-for the way Ussitz- had in seeking a means to si!J1tifJJ real mate·
the world to be Invented, to the material
ky imitates his own phintings in this area of rials.
eulture to be shaped. Lissitzky considered
his production. The indirect relations beOne of this exhibition's merits Is that it
his Prauns documents because they were,
tween the ProutlS and Lissitzky's work on reveals Llssitzky's talent as a croJlsman,
ror him. blueprints for action, charts for a exhibition design and typography are more something the reproduction of his works can
Strategs to be adopted in order to transform
striking ex.amples of how he transferred, hardly achieve. Who knew, for example,
SOciety. This may appear to contradict the wiJMut copying therr~c, the principles (and that many of the Prtnttl.S include glued
theory lhat the Pr(}uns intensify perceptive not the forms) he elaborated in his paint- pieces? (This is true even of the lithographs:
antblgulty, but I do not think this Is the
ing.
the central black circle of one of Lhe prints
case: they must be considered as abstract
In his essay, Buchloh notes that in 1920 f.rom the First Kestn.er Porifolio is a collage
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All Lissitzky's writings
emphasize the semiologiCIII
status of the " Prouns"not as fully realizable
architectural projects,
but investigations for
rethinking future practice.

1
Sketch for Proun 68, 1920-21, gouache and grapltile, 130 bl/ J'll': lnche1.
C 1981 fkorge Co1takh. Collection George Costald8, tJlhen1.

of shiny paper.) Who would have suspected
from a simple reproduction, even in color
the tntural diversity of Proun 2C (c:a:
1920), in which the wooden support some.
times appears as wood, and sometimes ia
treated to look like daub; in which glued
pieces of paper or metal adopt all the char.
acteristics of construction materials (the
friable dullness of plaster, cement bubbles,
the roughness of cnncrete, etc.)?
Lissitzky stated his position on the role
he assigned to this materiological lnvestiga.
tlon in an enigmatic passage from the preface to the portfolio Victory over the .9ut
The colours of the individual sections of pages are to be regarded in the same way as Ia
my Proun works, as equlvalenl lO materials; l1lll
is to say, when the designs are put into eJreet,
the red, yellow or black parts of the puppets art
not painled correspondingly, but rather are tber
made in corresponding material, ror example II
bright copper, dull Iron, and so on .~

Proun Rawu, 1923, one oJ 11l.r lllhograplu from the Plrst Kestur
Po:rtroUo, zt bg 17 inc"". Fogg Arl AIUMum, Haroard Unioerlfitv.

Prouu JE (Town), 19BJ, Ulhograph from tM first Proun PortloUo, 134'1 bg 18
lnchu. C 1981 George Co1ta.ki1. Collection George Co~rtakil, AllleM.

Obviously we must not take Lissitzky literally here. The Prouns were not made like thll
Tbe colors, as signs of materials, are in fad
signs in the second degree, signs of sip~
(the materials they "represent" are the sip
of lhe possibility of the transition from pietorial culture to material culture, not a preliminary representation of its actualization). Lissitzky's genius as a craftsman, his
obvious interest in supports of all kinds (fcw
example, the grains of sandpaper that are
dyed the color of lead on the invitation &o
one of his Berlin exhibitions) were not diminished when he adhered to the codes rl
"socialist realism": the cover of the report
of the Seventh Congress of Soviets, mentioned above, is a masterpiece of binding Ill
which a metallic imprint of a machine
design frames a photomontage of glorified
workers. But by their abandonment of any
distinction between the sign and its referent
(the color of metal referring directly to met·
allurgy and thus to heavy industry), these
late t-echnical virtuosities become mere
exercises of style, whose connotations of
luxury were meant to mask the terrible
economic difficulties Russia was facing al
the time. Material lost the richness of its
connotative possibilities when it was subj ected to the monolithic nature of st,allniSt

•
Pl'I!Dll

2C, ca. 1920, oil, papu 411d metal on UJood, 23llt bgl5llt lncht!l. Phllodelphia iiiQI!Unl oJ Art.
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Lissitzky must have taken
pleasure in representing
real materials; his genius
as a craftsman and his
inte rest in " faktura" were
not diminished even by the
codes of socialist realism.
db· 1urse. As Buchloh pointS out. much
work remains to be done on the way the
Ru,.;ian avam-garde was progressively enlisled in the en•ice or lhe totalitarian
cau,e, and an analysis of the "rationaJjst''
erul ution or Lissitzky's materiology-as this
e:\hibillon teaches us- wiU have to play a
\'it.ll role in this work.
0

l

1 h 1s true that two of thl.' plar~ llf th~ Ffrat Kr!ifmrr

Pur r.•llo refer lo lhc famous Ill"~ Proun Room, and
lhal rhr Pro1111 Hoom it:.elf. as well as the exhibition
roo
• .11
tht
,..

., or Oresden and Uanno\·er, were mentioned In a
It'.XL In addltlnn, Dft litmstismm. an antholo~ on
1rt of 1914-tl that l.issitzky compiled ~ ith Arp.
udlcio~l> displa}l'd open to a reproduction
the
•c l.nn" n Lrmn Tribunt or 1920-24. final I), In the
ctt htgue. ~'tlnt-ei\t!d as a supplemem to the exhibition,
\~i- "t touche:. upon the quec:tlon of witzky'~ "en\ I·
11•r .eniJll" and an:hiU!ctural ~orlcs.
•
tl!r \'bbt.>L "An lnuoduCllon to Ell.issitzlry.~ IR E1
LL• .tuu (lb!J0-1941), exhibition crualogue, Cam·
br...r. \I
. BlbCh·Reiiinger \luseum, 19bl. p. 52,
not• II:J In addiuon. Chnsuna Lodder has inform('d
that \aum Gabo, "ho de:.pised Llsslul.} to the
!)> I t or II n) In!( him the p;uemtt) or ~>ne of h6 t)-po
lr• h1cnJ mlbterp•eces. the cover for the Ersttt RUI·
n.< r Alm.~tnusstt'llung c:unJogue (Galerie \'aD Die~ &>rlln. 19:!'!). belle\ ed him to be a Cheka agenL
Thb is hardlr c:oncervab1e if only. parndoxicall},
IU<{' or U illky's longe\·it} .)
' ht! conlrnst Is emphaslz.ed in the exhibition by the
me lu~lon, In the Je" i.sh room. nenr rhe door that leads
.nln lhe big hall, or one or LJ itz.k)'s earliest lltho&rapht!d Prouns, acx:ompanled b) one of his clearesl
dtmonslrBtlons or the reversibility of Proun space. (I
• Ill com~ back later 10 this graphic experiment In
•l u h the 'lame lithograph is printed four times on the
'111111! pa~e. but m four dl.D'erem posil.ion.o;.)
l ThP specialists ~bbet :ul.acb here are Alan Bim·//
hoi and John Bo"IL ~isbet. El Li8silz/cy, p. 4i, note

'

or

!I
.l 'Ophll' LJ~,IUky·KOppers, 81 Llmlz/.;71-Lift , Ltt·
liT Tuts, London, Thames and Hudson, 1005, p ~
6 de11Jamm Buchloh, "'from Faktura to Facwgrnph),"
Or ~~' no. 30, f all 1~. p 114
• Buchloh'~ argument in fa\ or of the "political slncert) or the<e arusts in their ~upport or the Stalinist
ta .e Nib b e\·ident from the fact that an artist such
"' Tatlin, who did not \lock for the State agencies,
CQnu nued to li\e hlS pri\•ate, economicall) miserable
u •tence "ithout harassment" (ibid.) ~. I behe\e,
~ ~the point for t"u reasons. first, because TIUiin's
no beiOJ! imprisoned could be lal.en as an exception
t• her becau.'l(' or an error b} SUi.lntist bureaucrat) or
bP o~u.w he " a:. prott!Cted by !;Omt'Ont' Ill t.his bureau
tr.. ) ); M'Ctlnd, btuuo;e Ihe que!>tion of ''sincerity'' In
~~< \1.1) alters the fact, ampl) demonstrated b) Such·
M that photumontnge develops in just u few years
lrorn "factogmphy" 10 lht .. heer adulation or tolalitar·
lar power "
~ rhese quullltwns from 1-'lsbet, h'l Lissilzky, p. 44.

tr

ProWl 12E, 1923, oil 011
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cancu, 22+1 bJI Hm inchl'll. Bullch·Rtillingt!:_
r .::
M:.:u:
•t::u:.::m.:.:•_:H:.:a::.rr
.:..:a:.:.rd
.:....:U:...":...II'~t.:..:
rs:...lt:ll_·
:. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

ProWl, 1923, ont of lli:r IIJ/wgmp/al from the Plrst Kestner
Ponlollo, 2f bf1 17 lncht&. Fogg Art Ma&tum, Barr:ard Unlrtl'llll/

-

,

•

ProllD 30, 1919, oil 011 cardboard, 19 bJI JSL~ lnrhtll.
StaaJIIche Galtrit ~foritrburg, Hallr.
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If the factography of the
later photomontages turned
into "sheer adulation of
totalitarian power," it is
perhaps because Lissitzky
attempted to tum his art
into a non-critical tool.
9. As Sophte Lissluky·KOppers writes. "Sow It sudden·
ly became clear that he must return home, not only for
the sake or his sorro\llng parents, but also ~use or
his own funednn as a creathe artist. for the fulfillment
or "'hlch there \\ere tasks of a special kind awaiting
him. He Wl15 needed In hi homeland; the So\ let Union
needed all his kno\lledge, his experience. his an."
LlssiWcy·KOppe"' El Lissilzlrg, p. 58.
10. ln·order to .iubstantlate his argument, Nisbet refers
to 56\'erol unpublished notes of 1924 In which Ll.ssluky
"writes a lillie condescendingly 11bout communism as
the 'kitchen phase; \lhich \lould clearl} be O\'ercome
ln the progress of society 'from- 10 .,. .'" But it seems
obviom that llssiuky Is referring 10 the spontaneous
experiments in communal lhing or the llrst da) or the
re~olution which were then talren up b) architects
after 1921, lh11t Is, at the \ et) moment when Le:nm's
NEP (New Economic Polley) was rehabilitating Income
(rom private property and private cnpir.al. The factlhat
numerous architectural projects resulted In very few
a.ctUal consll'UClions shows that the \htbillt} or such
undenakings us seriously challenged. Although Lis·
sil%ky does not address these failures in hi 1930 book
on So\·iet architecture (in fact, he makes direct refer·
eru:e 10 communal cooking as a question \1 orthy of
being oonsldertd), It seems obvious that he did not
believe In a purel) "m>nomlc" soluti.on 10 the problems
that Soviet soclet} faced, housing Included. It Is In this
sense, il seern, 10 me, that one must Interpret hi~ Irony
\lith regard 10 the "kitchen phase." On the subjects or
communal housing and the search for a ne\1 type of
apanmem, In whleh Ussitz.k)' was interested In UtZ9,
see Se1im 0 Khan·~lagomedov, Pf(JTitf'n of Soritt
ArcldJLcturt, Ne\1 York, RizzoU, liM, pp 34111. Ibid., p. 11-1.
12. El Lissiuk), "New Russian Art" ( 1922), In Lissltzky·Knppe:rs, El Lissftzlry, pp. 330-36.
13. Llssluky, "Our Book" ( 19?..6), in Ussltzlcy·KUppers,
El Lissitzlry, p. 308.
14. N"tsbet, E1 LWltzkv, p. 21.
15. llya Ehrenburg and EJ USsiW}, "Thr Bloclcadr of
Russia Mo,·es 10'~\"~J"Cb it.!i End~ (1922), In Li IW.1'·
Knppers, El Ltuftzkv, p. 341.
16. Nisbet, El LWftzkv, p ~9. note ~&.
17. I mention here only Krondstadt (v.hich occurred
after tl\e creation ot 0/T'wo Squnrt's) because it ts the
best known or the e,·ents orthe terrible Oght begun by
the Bolsheviks llgalnst the IUilll"cl!ists in 1918, after
having courted them during the period preceding the
October uprising. In \lhlch they had played a m~r
role. On the subjects of the relatio115hip betv.een anarchists and BolsJte\Lks, and on Lenin's almost liberw·
ian position in thl' 1917 Tht SUUt of tht Rtt!OIUIWPI,
followed by a clearer and clearer disavo\lal or these
positions after taking po"'er, see Marcel Liebman, /..1!
Uninisme sous Unine, Paris, 1973, vol. I, pp. 279-98,
and vol. II, pp. G6-73 About Llssiuky's "Leninism,"
'"'bicll Xisbet obvious!)• doubts, I refer 10 my article,
"Lissil%ky, censeur de Malevicl!," In JlanJia, no 8/ 4,
1978, pp. IDI-201
L8. In his catalogue ralsonne or Llssltz.ky's typograpbi·
cal work, Nisbet de\·otes an entry to this poster and
v.ould obviously have Included II In the exhibition had
he found an original copy. Nevertheless, such honora·
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ble "punsm· seems some\lhat e);ces:>l\e under th~
c:ircllll\5tances- I do not really see \1 hy a reprint would
not do; the \1 hite or the original Image no doubt would
be more con,'inong in a newer printiDJL
19. Nisbet, #.'/ LfssftU.y, p. 182 and p. 18, note ;J7
During a ~)'mpos.lum on Lbsltzky organized by Nisbet
for th!s exhibition, 1\:isbet further insisted on the lim·
ited soope or this pollt\cal poster b) referring 10 the
speclfic context from which it arose.
20. Jean·F~is Lyotani " Espace piMtique et espace
polilique" ( 19i0), reprinted In Dtrirf' 4 partJr ddlar.r
tt de Frrud, Paris, t:.G.E., 19iS, p. :100
21. Ibid., pp. 30'l-03
22. Ibid., p. 303.
23. Alan Blrnhol1 has shown the debt that Llss.luky's
faciOry boArd 0 '1\e$ to Male,•ich's And 11'11at Hau t'ou
Donr /Or tilt Front, whicll dates from the same period
(El Lillftzlrv. Ph.D. dlss.. Yale l:ni\er..lt~. 19i 3, \OI I,
pp. II Q-11),
24 Blmholz, 1.'1 Limlzky, pp IIH&. Sl5bet takes up
the suggestion \llthout. unronunately, brinl!lng in an)'
addltfom\1 ~·\idence..
20. Plet ~lundrian, "Natural Reality and AbStraCt Real·
ity," scene Ill, Dt St(JI, \'OI. II, no. 12, 1919, p. 136;
Eng!Jsh tran latlon In Piet .\lond.rlan, The N~ ArtTht N~ Lift, ecb. Harry Holuman and ~lllltin James.
Boston, G K Hall, 1987. p. 98.
26. Norman Malcolm, LudJrlg ll'illgrnsttin, A Jfrounr,
London, Oxford [ni\ersil)' Press, lOllS, pp. 58-.~.
ti. Llssltzky, "Proun.~ translated In the catalogue Bl
Liuitzlrg, ColG!J~e, Galerie Gmurzynska., 19i6, p. 67.
28. Ibid., p. 65.
29. See Troels Andersen, Alolmich, exhibition cata·
Iogue, Amsterdam. tedelijk Museum, 1970, p. 31.
30. Kenneth Fnunpton, ...The Wort. and lnDuence or FJ
Lissitz.ky," In David Lewis. ed.. Urba11 Slrvc~urt (A r ·
chiJtrl's Ytorbook, \ol, 12), London, FJek, 1968, p. 262.
St. Ll hzky, "Art and Pangeomelt)" ( 1924), In Llsslt:l·
ky·KOppers, El LwtUJqj. p. 350.
32. £HstoriCJ111~ , the zero played a much greater role in
Indian and Chini!M! science than It did In Western
science, where It was used as an operaI iona.l number
only after the Arab conquests, and was only theorized
as such In the 16th c:enwn· b) Card11no and Tanaglla
(10 whom Llssiuky refers).
33. Josef Albers's Slrvctural CcmslrllatWilS-11 kind
or abstract \e~ion of the f11m0us duck/ rabbit figureare the mechanical explouauons or this see54"\\ proper·
I)' Inherent 10 axonometn•34. It Is worth mentioning that Brecht \IUS ~en inter·
ested in Chinese painting. which uses axonomctr) 10
represent buildings. A small text he wrote on the
question could ser' e as a commentan on the Prau11s:
"We know thatrhe Chmese do not use per..pecthe; they
do not like to consider e\'t'l')1htng from one
angle. ••. Chinese composition lacks the consU'lllnlng
element that Is so familutr w us. Its order is 1mhed at
without violence. The sheets or paper renect a great
freedom. The eye can go about discoverinR- The things
represented play the role of elements thut could exist
separate!) and Independent!)•, and ~et they form a
whole b)~ their interrelations on the sheet.; a \1 hole
wbicll Is ne\ertheless not indivt~ble. . _. The artist is
not content merd)' to deny the surface or the whole
simply by co,·ering It entirely. The mirror in \1 hich
something I reOecttd condnues 10 stand out as a
mirror. This lmplie., among other things, that one has
gladly renounced the Idea of tol411) dominating the
spec.Ultor, whose illusion can never be total." Ben:oh
Brecht, ''Sur lA peinture c:hinolse," In S11r It rtalitmt,
Paris, L'Arche. IDiO, pp. 68-69
35. Ussttz.k), "Proun-~ot \\ Orld \•lslons, but world
rtallty" ( 1922), In Llssil%ky-KOppers, El LiuiL:ky, p.
343.
36. Maurice ~ll'ril'1lli·Pont)', PhhWm~otogU d~ In
perrepUon, PartS, Gallimard, 19-t5, p. 292.
97. This sheet contains the following Inscription,

"hose rhetmic :iOII1ld. much LU..e \laJe\1ch's: ~
truclion Ooating 111 ~p:!('t'. propelled lot!ether •'llh ill
~tor beyond the limits or the eanh, a.nd In Onltr"
L'Omplete It, the SJli.OCtlltnr m~t tum it and hi~
around its axis Uke o plt~nrL Thts plun is on!) 1
mechanlCJ11 demoru.U'lltiun or entering the essence tf
the constructlon-1lnly fou r ph~!>."
!18. [nrortunateJ), the exampll' l'Xhibtled. from lilt
Costakls collection. Is mounted on paper and lt.!i m.,
g.tns are cropped Thus ont' c4l!nnt See the four P r,
But It Is cert.a.inl) an art! t's proof, for LtSStlllcy "hal
t!ndosed the rnunlng rectru1gle or this composition In 1
penctled circle. and has wrtuen Instructions with dt~
tlonal arrows indicating that the composition Is tn Itt
rotated so that It cnn be \ i~~ ed on each or iu row
~•des" (Angelica Ruden tine. Ruman AranJ.<Jor41
Art Thr Grorgt Costakil Collrrtion, \ ew Y~
Abl'llllb, 1981, no -100, p 2~6}
:m. llun!! v. ithout a frame and :.etn In ya anoo.
JIO"itlon on a photogrnph in the "abstract" room 11111
l,ls,itzky organized at the Dresden International Art
Exhlbmon in 1926. the p.tlntln~ corresponding to tha
lithograph was obvlou~ly conce.lved to be the object If
constunt rotation (see Llss.luky-KUppers, plate I 7~
10. Llssltzky, ~Prom a Letter" ( 1923), In LlssitUJ
KOppers. El Lillfl.llrg, p. 3-1-1
~ I l lssiW.1'·KDppers, El LiuiL:/qJ. p. 26.
H. On this subject. see my anlcle. "Mondrian's Atw
l'ork City," Crilical/nq~~f'7/ 14 . no. 2, Winter 19!18. pp..
2H-Ti In this article, the theme of the "Ratbed" 11
developed from lWO texts b} Walter Bel\iamin writlett
In 1917 on the Cubist question
13. Leo Steinberg, "01her Criteria," in Othtr Critf.
ria-ColljrontaliCM with Tlrl"'llirlh·Cnttury Art,

London, Oxford Cnh·el'!it) Pre-i. 1912, pp. 84-00.
·H. Li ltzk). M'\e"' Rw Jan Art." pp. 333-34.
46. Lls.<ttzk), "'Proun,~ p 6~
16 ActOrdlng to Sbbet. Lb:>iW.> \185 tempted at 011t
point to Ul>t his ProllllS direct!} In the arehitectunl
domain. This ts ~ he interprets the many archnl'ttural tiles or thl' first Prauns and the use or Tht Ton
in the poster Th~ Farto'71 ll'orkbl'llrhrs Aurait You It
\l'l'll as In the photomontage on the cover or his 111.11
boo!.. on Soviet architecture. But It is mere!} the pictorial imagt o( architecture here. not Its actual realization I do not thmk that ont can say that "LissiW.; •
clear!) lnln.Siating tht upremat.ism of his mentor }~a
le\ tch tniO a three-dimensional ,·ariant. bu1 one tlul
not on I) lnelu~ the theorellcal 'Suprematism or \olume' (as he inscribed on the vei'5CI of nn earl) \loB)
but also Individual nnd specific architectural wb
(Nisbet, 81 Lf$S(t.-J.y, p. :!0) I believe Nisbet is closer te
the truth \1 hen he describes the follo\ling phw (If
\1 hich architectural title:. are eliminated) a.. one tblt
Insists on "the utopian potentlal of Prou11, dt\'ertJIIC
attention from any immediate appllc:abiUt) or extemal
occasion. in fa' our of a \ oguer, but undenillbl) rldwr
rongl' or associations" (ibid., p 21)
47. Buchloh, "From Faktura 10 l"actograph)•," p 0~
48. L1ssil2ky. '"The Plastic Form of the EleclroMechanlcal Peepshow l'lcto'71 Ot'~r IM SUn" ( 1928). 11
Lissitzk) ·KOppers, &J LtssfUkg, P- :US.
Translation by Alyson Waters.
•·f.'l LISfiL:ky (1890-19•1)" &tW organized bg 1M
B114rh·Rtitfngfr Musrum, llarrard linfl'tnftg, Carttbndge, MOS$.; wi1h tht Sprntgl'l Musl'llm, llannOI'tr
PRGi 011d lhll Staatlicht1 Oaltrit J!lorit~tmrg, 1/alll
ODR. TM lhcw opened at llan•ard {StpL 16-NOf'.lJ.
'87} and is nou: btfnp sMum f11 Hannortr (/hrougl
Apr /0, '88). iJ UJilltmrttllo /loUt (May 7-Ju/JI 3. ' f

Au thor. r vt-Aiain Bof1 ti'Othn art hfst()f'JJ a1 Jo/111
Hoplrin:s UrurtJrsity.

Produce More Tanks, po:stu, 1942, 35 bg 23lnche:s.
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